
  

 

 

 

Cathedral Entry Exeter’s charming Cathedral has many unique and wonderful things to offer our young            

visitors. We can highlight the history of Exeter: explain the majesty of the building; the purpose of the             

Cathedral in the past; how it is used today. Entry is £4.50 per student with accompanying adults free. We have 

a selection of quiz / trail booklets written in English for 20p each. Unguided entry £4.50 per student,                

accompanying adults free. Visitors are welcome in groups of 15-20 in size.                                             

Guided Tours We have a wide range of themed tours on offer 

for visits, but we find that our foreign language visitors are    

usually looking for simply an interesting and lively overview. Our 

trained guides will tell you about the life, history                         

and community of the Cathedral, highlighting 5 main areas and 

then we will offer a quiz sheet for students to carry on and                                            

  explore the building in more detail. They are the ideal way to make the most of your visit and they are 

also devised to appeal to today’s phone and media savvy youngsters. A guided tour and quiz lasts about an 

hour, with as much time as needed to self-guide afterwards. Guided visit £5.00 per student group size 15-20. 

We can accommodate  2 x groups at once - approx. 40 students. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Tower tours (20-30 minutes) Climb 175 steps to the top of the Cathedral’s North               

tower and enjoy unrivalled views of the city and surrounding countryside. The tour  

also includes a visit to the clock mechanism and the opportunity to see, in more detail, 

the history contained within the 900 year-old Norman tower.  Groups of no more than 

12 - over the age of 8yrs and height restrictions apply, we allow for one group at a time 

on the tower. £3.50  

Roof tours (60-90 minutes) Your visit to Exeter Cathedral isn’t limited to the ground 

floor! Our guides can take you on a true behind-the-scenes tour of the upper levels of 

the Cathedral. Climb high above the Nave, walking the length of the famous ceiling. 

Visit the bell-ringing chamber and North tower before emerging onto the roof with its stunning views over the 

city. Groups of no more than 12, over the age of 8yrs and height restrictions apply, we can allow for up to two 

groups at a time on the roof. £5.00. Strict rules apply for roof and tower tours! 

Information for Foreign Language            

Students vising the UK 

Activity Workshops make your visit more memorable by accompanying your 

guided tour with a workshop. The sessions give the opportunity to make           

something that the students can then take home with them. £2.50 per student 

   Brass rubbing – we have a large selection of brasses that students can work 

on, learning the technic and create a bespoke historical montage to take home.  

   Mini stained-glass shrinkies – great for all ages that can be linked to a           

cathedral theme like gargoyles, dragons, stained glass windows or heraldry. 

Draw your design onto think plastic sheets and watch them quickly shrink into 

tiny works of art to take home as a keyring or bracelet etc. Approx. 1 hour. 

 

 Please fill in the booking form and email to us visitors@exeter-cathedral.org.uk or call on 01392 285 983   

N.B. Visiting Foreign Language Schools are not subsidised by UK establishments and thus may be costed differently to UK visiting schools. 


